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CONTACT WORK IN WEST LONDON
In discussing perspectives, one probl
em that has arisen frequently in the
past is what to do with contacts? If
we have no red circle, etc.this is
an acute problem. .In the past, our
answer in practice has been bad. An
incident at the cadre school, which
I was instructed to raise in the branch
by the leadership,gives me the oppor
tunity to look at the question in a
wider context.
The specific case was of 1.---Iiii
vacy_j invited to the school by PC. It
must be said that no defilTEZ-I3Ye
-e-tive one way or the other was given by
the leadership, and therefore no
critism attaches to the comrade for inviting contacts per se. Vihen BS cmae
into the school I was very surprised
and asked the comrade responsible for
scrutinising incomers whether he
had been told that he should not speak
, and shoild go upstairs if he wishe,1
to smoke. The comrade said that
he was not happy about the contact coming.
at all, as he knew that BS went to
Moaist meetings, amongst others, and
that only CF had-voached for him.
After discussion with the comrade
with overall responsiblity for
the school, it was agreed that BS be asked
to leave. Later discussion was held
with ode CF and
Privacy I and CF
put forward as his reasons for invit
ing BS a) that he-thUirgait- had been
agreed that all regular attenders at
the Marxist Study Greup could come
b)that as we invited
BS to branch meetings if was illogical to not
permit to attend the school. I accept
both of these. a) is covered by
my point above: we should have been
given clear ins ructions; in my opinion
the nature of the discussion precluddd
most contacts. Ad for b) I do not
think BS should come to internal meeti
ngs and my feelings on this have been
developing in the recent period. CF
claimed that BS has progressed
politically and was of great help to us.
I shudder to think of his political level if the former is true, and we
do not invite people to schools,
etc, as some sort of reward.
Basically, our attidtude towards contacts has
been too lose. People have
been invited to meetings on the initiative
of individuals, with no
previous discussion about them in the branc
h, and with no one introducing
them when they come. E.g. a recent atten
dent has apparently been invited
by MR - Most of us do not know her name,
but we do know that she seems
to beeither not aware of our policy on
women or against it. MR has
not attended, to the best of my memory,
any meeting that she has been to,
and so has not introduced her to us.
I make the following positve suggestions,
and ask that the branch vote on
them.
i. A clear distinction should be made between
open and closed meetings,
as well as semi-open (ie. for invited contacts)
and comrades instructed
thereto.
2. Only contacts whom we hope to and want to
recruit should be invited to
closed meetings.
3. No contacts hsould be invited until they have
worked with us for a
reasonable period and have met more than one
comrade (a reasonable
seourity precaution).
4. Contacts should be aiscussed over the period they are worki
ng with
us, so that all comrades become familiar with
their progress.
5. A definite limit should be put on the number of close
d meetings a
contact be allowed to attend before becoming a full
or sympathyzing
member.
6. contacts who disagree with a major part
of our policy should have
discussions with the appropriate comrades
before coming to closed
meetings.
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